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The IUP Research Institute is a private, non-profit corporation affiliated with Indiana
University of Pennsylvania (IUP). The University is authorized under Pennsylvania State
System of Higher Education Board of Governors (BOG) Policy 1985-04-A to affiliate
with the IUP Research Institute in order to advance its research and educational
objectives, particularly in the area of externally funded programs and projects.
In accordance with the Affiliation Agreement between IUP and the IUP Research
Institute, the Institute has the authority to enter into agreements with external sponsors on
behalf of and in collaboration with the University. The Institute serves as the fiscal and
administrative agent for sponsored research and other externally funded projects
conducted by the faculty and staff of IUP. The mission of the Research Institute is to
provide support services that promote and facilitate the development and contract
administration of externally funded research and other projects at IUP.
The IUP Research Institute is committed to university stewardship and the effective
management of IUP sponsored projects. We value the trust placed on us by the
university and the sponsoring agencies. We believe this trust is best reciprocated by
maximizing the outcomes of sponsored projects while remaining compliant with all
applicable laws, regulations & policies which includes being cognizant against fraud,
misuse or mismanagement of funds. IUP’s participation in sponsored programs reach
across the campus linking together various academic colleges, departments, divisions,
Centers and Institutes, graduate education and community organizations and businesses.
The purpose of this document is two-fold:
1. To codify the policies and procedures included herein relating to receipt and
execution of sponsored activity at and for IUP.
2. The mission of the IUP Research Institute is to advance the research agenda and
educational objectives of Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
These policies have been established in accordance with the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) Circulars, including OMB Circular A-21 (Cost Principles for Educational
Institutions) OMB Circular A-110 (Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and
Other Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other Nonprofit
Organizations), OMB Circular A-122 (Cost Principles for Nonprofit Organizations) and
OMB Circular A-133 (Audits for States, Local Governments and Nonprofit
Organizations) which provide guidance for determining the costs applicable to sponsored
agreements.
Where there is a conflict between these Policies and applicable OMB Circulars, the
applicable OMB Circulars are controlling. If internal policies conflict (IUP/IUP
Research Institute), the governing employer policies are controlling.
Willful violations of any and all policies herein by IUP faculty or staff may result in
disciplinary action by IUP up to and including termination. Willful violations of any and
all policies by IUP Research Institute staff may result in disciplinary action by IUP
Research Institute up to and including termination.
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Policy 201. Budget Development

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Budget is defined as the financial expression of
the sponsored project as developed during the proposal process.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute that all budgets will be thoroughly
researched, reviewed and approved by cognizant parties prior to the proposal
submission. The budget spreadsheet template provides a detailed breakdown of
all pertinent expense categories and the Grant and Contract Specialist will provide
guidance on determining appropriate costs. It is generally the responsibility of the
Project Director to determine anticipated expenses and ensure accurate
calculations with respect to the line items identified on the budget template and
secure all appropriate signatures.
Budget development and identification of line items can be complex and difficult.
The IUP Research Institute is committed to providing assistance and
recommendations throughout the budget development process. Project Directors
should contact the IUP Research Institute Grant and Contract Specialist to initiate
this process as early in the proposal process as possible.
The IUP Research Institute reserves the right to deny or refuse submission of a
proposed budget in conjunction with a project proposal if it is determined to be
unsubstantiated or insufficient to complete the proposed statement of work.
Additionally, the IUP Research Institute will comply with the Pennsylvania State
System of Higher Education’s compensation policy. According to OMB Circular
A-21 and OMB Circular A-122, costs must be allowable, allocable and
reasonable. The IUP Research Institute Executive Director will, when
applicable, consult with the IUP Dean of the School of Graduate Studies and
Research and/or the Provost before denying or refusing to submit a proposed
budget.
If cost-sharing is requested or required, see Policy 202 – Matching Funds/Cost
Sharing. If a reduction or waiver of the Indirect Cost Rate is requested, see Policy
302 – Facilities & Administration (Collection & Waiver). Please Note: for all
IUP relevant line items, appropriate authorizations must be secured with final
authority held by IUP Provost.
All costs incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, must be treated
uniformly either as direct costs or as facilities and administrative costs. Since
4
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certain costs, such as salaries of administrative and clerical staff and office
supplies are normally treated as facilities and administrative costs, these costs
cannot be charged directly to grants or contracts unless the circumstances related
to the particular project clearly warrant treatment of such costs as direct costs. The
IUP Research Institute Grant and Contract Specialists can assist with this
determination.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Template Budget Spreadsheet
Policy 204. Matching Funds/Cost Sharing
Policy 203. Facilities & Administrative (Collection & Waiver)
PASSHE’s Compensation Policy for Sponsored Activities
Project Director Procedures
1. Project Directors should contact the IUP Research Institute Grant and
Contract Specialist for assistance with budget preparation as early as possible
in the grant preparation cycle.
2. The Project Director must obtain and document all cost quotations.
3. Once the Budget Summary and the Authorization to Seek External Funding
have been completed, the project must be reviewed by the Proposal Review
Committee. Exception: If all funds reside at the RI, no proposal review is
required by the Committee.
4. The Project Director is required to obtain both Chair and Dean signatures
prior to returning executed forms to the RI.
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Policy 202. Proposal Development & Submission

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, the term Proposal is defined as any document
that is submitted to a funding agency for the explicit purpose of being awarded
external funding for a specified project. This includes both solicited and
unsolicited funds.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute that all proposals for external funding
will be submitted by the IUP Research Institute as the applicant organization
unless stipulated under the following:
Grants, contracts and agreements that, due to eligibility constraints, must
be awarded to an institution of higher education, a university within the
State System of Higher Education, or a state agency. The designation
must be outlined specifically in the RFP or submission guidelines or
communicated to the cognizant Grant and Contract Specialist by an
authorized agency representative.
Regardless of which entity will legally apply for and receive the award, the IUP
Research Institute staff will facilitate the process and transmit the submission(s).
The IUP Research Institute is committed to assuring all proposals meet the
following basic guidelines, prior to submission:
1. are consistent with IUP’s Research Mission as set forth by the President,
Provost or Dean of the School of Graduate Studies and Research.
2. are formally approved by all designated parties as identified with signature
lines on the pre-award documents
3. are of the highest technical quality
4. have an appropriate and authorized budget detail and justification
5. are reviewed by IUP’s Proposal Review Committee
6. proposals requesting voluntary reduction or waiver of Facilities &
Administrative (F&A) fees, MUST request & receive permission from the
Provost
Under no circumstances are IUP faculty or staff members authorized to submit a
proposal on behalf of IUP or the IUP Research Institute. The IUP Research
Institute reserves the right to rescind proposals submitted outside of the
cognizance of the Grant and Contract Specialists. The IUP Research Institute
6
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Executive Director, will, when applicable, consult with the IUP Dean of the
School of Gradate Studies and Research and/or the Provost before rescinding a
proposal.
Applicable Documents/Forms
IUP Research Institute Authorization to Seek External Funding Form
IUP Research Institute Budget Summary Form
Facilities & Administrative Cost (F&A) Waiver Request Form
Policy 203. Facilities & Administration (Collection & Waiver)
Project Director Procedures
1. Project Director’s must contact their designated Grant and Contract Specialist
at the IUP Research Institute.
2. Grant and Contract Specialist will assist the Project Director with all aspects
of the proposal and budget development process including verifying expenses,
ensuring the proposal meets agency criteria and obtaining required internal
approvals.
3. The Project Director is responsible for discussing the proposal with their
Chair at least one (1) week prior to submission deadline. It is the Project
Director’s responsibility to provide the Chair with enough detail so that the
Chair can make decision as to endorsement/support of the proposal.
4. Approval signatures are required by the Project Director, the Chairperson and
Dean of the Project Director, the School of Graduate Studies and Research
and the Provost. It is the responsibility of the Project Director to secure
signatures from himself/herself, the Chairperson and Dean or designated Vice
President.
5. The RI staff will assist with routing and securing signatures from the School
of Graduate Studies and Research and the Provost.
6. Under no circumstances may a proposal be submitted before all authorizations
are secured and IUP’s Proposal Review Committee has reviewed.
7. Project Director’s should contact the Grant and Contract Specialist as soon as
they identify the funding agency and begin the writing process to ensure a
timely and compliant proposal. The IUP Research Institute requests a
complete and final proposal no later than seven (7) days prior to the
submission deadline.
8. Access the IUP Research Institute’s website at www.iup.edu/researchinstitute
to determine the designated Grant and Contract Specialist, to obtain the
authorization and budget summary templates and for more information on
7
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expectations related to sponsored projects.
9. Request and approval for voluntary reduction/waiver in the Facilities &
Administrative (F&A) fees must be secured prior to submission with
authorization by the Provost.
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Policy 203. Facilities & Administration
(Collection & Waiver)

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Facilities & Administration (F & A) also
called “indirects” is defined as costs that are incurred for common or joint
objectives and, therefore, cannot be identified readily and specifically with a
particular sponsored project, an instructional activity, or any other institutional
activity.
Facilities is defined as depreciation and use allowances on buildings,
equipment and capital improvement, interest on debt associated with
certain buildings, equipment and capital improvements, and operations
and maintenance expenses.
Administration is defined as general administration and general expenses
such as the director's office, accounting, personnel, library expenses and
all other types of expenditures not listed specifically under one of the
subcategories of "Facilities".
For the purpose of this document, Indirect Cost Rate is defined as a percentage
of a base amount established by negotiation with the cognitive federal agency on
the basis of the costs expended in the year prior to the rate negotiation. The
cognizant federal agency for IUP and the IUP Research Institute is the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). The Indirect Cost Rate is
calculated based on salaries, wages and benefits. An IUP Research Institute staff
member can provide information regarding the most current Indirect Cost Rate.
The most current rate agreement is located on the IUP Research Institute website
at http://www.iup.edu/researchinstitute.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to recover all allowable F & A costs
of sponsored research from the sponsoring funding agency. Only in this manner
can the full costs of sponsored projects be recovered by the University and
resources be made available to enhance teaching and research initiatives.
Therefore, the maximum permissible amount of indirect costs must be
incorporated into proposal budgets for all external funding. Note that the
maximum allowable indirect rate is subject to variability among funding agencies.
Regardless of the maximum rate allowed by the funding agency, the maximum
9
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indirect rate may not exceed the maximum rate approved by DHHS for IUP and
the IUP Research Institute.
A Project Director may request to reduce or waive the indirect cost rate for the
proposal. The applicable form must be completed in full and signed by all parties
identified on the form. The decision will be made in writing, communicated to the
Project Director and filed in the project folder. Reduction or waiver of indirect
costs to enhance the competitiveness of the proposal or as cost-sharing is not
permitted.
Under no circumstances will the Indirect Cost Rate be reduced or waived without
formal submission and full approval of the Request Form. A Request for Indirect
Waiver/Reduction may increase the time required to submit the proposal and
therefore should be taken into consideration as the proposal is developed. The
request form must be initiated and approved prior to the proposal deadline. The
Request form is available on the IUP Research Institute website
www.iup.edu/researchinstitute.
Research Institute F&A waivers or reductions are not permissible.
Applicable Documents/Forms
IUP Indirect Waiver/Reduction Request Form
Project Director Procedures
1. The IUP Research Institute Grant and Contract Specialist will assist the Project
Director with preparation of all internal paperwork (Budget Summary and
Authorization to Seek External Funding) and assist in determining the highest
permitted allowable indirect rate.
2. In the event a waiver or reduction is requested, the Project Director must complete
and submit the Indirect Waiver/Reduction Form through the appropriate
authorities at IUP. The Project Director is responsible for providing detailed
justification and rationale for waiver reduction request in writing. Upon receipt of
all required approvals, the Project Director will submit to the Grant and Contract
Specialist. Under no circumstances may a proposal with an F&A reduction or
waiver request be submitted without full authorizing signatures.
3. To request a reduction or waiver in indirect costs on IUP related line items, the
Indirect Waiver/Reduction Form must be approved by all parties indicated on the
form with final approval held by IUP Provost.
4. The Project Director is responsible for obtaining authorizing signatures.
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Policy 204. Matching Funds/Cost Sharing

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Cost Sharing is defined as the portion of the
total cost of a research or other externally funded project that is not funded by the
sponsor. Cost Sharing may be considered committed (mandatory or voluntary) or
uncommitted.
Committed Cost Sharing (mandatory & voluntary) is specifically identified in
the proposal budget and/or proposal narrative and made a condition of the
resulting award. Committed cost sharing must be tracked, documented and, in
some cases, certified and reported. Mandatory/Committed is defined as
required by the agency as a condition of the award. Voluntary/Committed is not
required by the agency but is offered by the grantee institution in the proposal as a
demonstration of its commitment to the project.
Uncommitted Cost Sharing is defined as any contribution to the project above
the amount committed and budgeted for in a proposal and subsequent award
agreement. Uncommitted cost sharing does NOT have to be tracked, documented
or reported.
Policy
It is the Policy the IUP Research Institute to comply with OMB Circular A-110.
All committed cost sharing is proposed, approved, administered and accounted for
in a consistent and reasonable manner.
In accordance with OMB Circular A-110, all contributions, including cash,
third party and in-kind, shall be accepted as part of the recipient's cost sharing or
matching when such contributions meet all of the following criteria:






Are verifiable from the recipient's records;
Are not included as contributions for any other federally-assisted project
or program;
Are necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient accomplishment of
project or program objectives;
Are allowable under the applicable cost principles;
Are not paid by the Federal Government under another award, except
where authorized by Federal statute to be used for cost sharing or
matching;
11
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Are provided for in the approved budget when required by the Federal
awarding agency; and
Conform to other provisions of Circular A-110, as applicable.

Unrecovered indirect costs may be included as part of cost sharing or matching
only with the prior approval of the Federal awarding agency.
There are three primary methods of permissible Cost Sharing.
1. Cash: The cash method of cost sharing involves commitment of unrestricted
funds made available in support of a project. Examples of cash contributors
include department, college, division, Graduate School and Research, provost
and the Foundation for IUP designated funds.
2. Third Party Contributions: “Third Party” refers to an organization other than
IUP or IUP Research Institute that is contributing to the costs of the project.
Examples include donations of equipment, supplies and volunteer services as
long as the items meet the sponsor’s criteria.
3. In-Kind Contributions: In-Kind contributions are non-cash contributions and
include property, depreciation of equipment or volunteer services.
If there is any uncertainty as to the compliance with this Policy regarding cost
sharing, contact the IUP Research Institute Grant and Contract Specialist for
clarification.
It is the general Policy of the IUP Research Institute not to provide matching
funds or cost share funds in support of sponsored projects. Projects that require
matching and or cost sharing should be directed to the governing academic
department, college and/or School of Graduate Studies and Research. Emergency
or special requests of the IUP Research Institute will be based on availability of
funds, amount required and other relevant circumstances and require Executive
Director approval.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Budget Summary Template
Project Director Procedures
1. Committed cost sharing must be specified in the proposal, detailed on the preaward budget form and authorized by the designated fund signatory.
This signature is in addition to those required as “overall” approvals.
2. All requests for matching or cost sharing funds from the IUP Research
Institute must be done in writing to the Executive Director.
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a. The Executive Director or Grant and Contract Specialist will notify the
Project Director within five (5) business days.
3. Project Directors requesting matching or cost sharing funds from IUP
resources must obtain applicable signatures from each source authority on the
budget summary and provide appropriate SAP account numbers.
4. Breakdown of match commitments will be included on award notification
memos. Copies will be given to all parties providing match so they can
monitor their budgets accordingly. Unsigned or incomplete budget summaries
will be returned to the Project Directors and may delay processing, approvals
and subsequent proposal submission.
5. IUP Office of Grants Accounting and/or the Fiscal Division of the IUP
Research Institute are responsible for assuring accurate record keeping,
documentation and reporting.
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Policy 205. Authorized Contracting & Negotiating

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Contracting & Negotiating is defined as
discussions with a funding agency (or potential funding agency) regarding budget
estimates, guarantees, allocation of costs, contracts or agreements and/or signing
or committing to any contract, agreement, or document on behalf of IUP and/or
the IUP Research Institute.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute that IUP faculty and staff are not
authorized to conduct Contracting & Negotiating on behalf of IUP or the IUP
Research Institute. All negotiations with the funding agency, budget preparation
and submission, and dispute resolution are to be carried out by the IUP Research
Institute staff. Neither IUP nor the IUP Research Institute is bound to honor
agreements (verbal or written) made outside the cognizance of an authorized IUP
Research Institute Grant and Contract Specialist. Awards made to IUP (per
Policy 202- Proposal Submission) will be authorized and accepted by the
designated IUP personnel as stated in the Presidential Signatory Authorization
Letter. Awards made to the IUP Research Institute will be authorized and
accepted by the designated IUP Research Institute personnel.
It is encouraged that Project Directors converse with funding agencies regarding
the scope of project activities. This type of interaction is essential to the success
of current projects and to securing future projects. However, it is imperative to the
overall success and in preparation for audit, that the Grant and Contract Specialist
is involved in any and all discussions relative to changing the scope of work,
financial discussions, negotiations and commitments and expectations.
The IUP Research Institute is not bound to the use of rates or other budget figures
negotiated with a funding agency by anyone other than authorized IUP Research
Institute Grant and Contract Specialists. This includes rates used in preparation of
fixed-price contracts. IUP Research Institute Grant and Contract Specialists will,
when applicable, consult with IUP Budget Office for appropriate rates and budget
figures and apply rates as established.
The IUP Research Institute reserves the right to deny, withdraw or refuse awards
submitted outside the cognizance of the IUP Research Institute Grant and
Contract Specialists. The IUP Research Institute Executive Director will, when
14
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applicable, consult with the IUP Dean of the School of Graduate Studies and
Research and/or the Provost before denying, withdrawing or refusing awards.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Policy 202. Proposal Development and Submission
Project Director Procedures
1. Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES should a Project Director negotiate or sign to
accept an award. Doing so could result in personal financial responsibility by the
Project Director. Only personnel designated by IUP and/or the IUP Research
Institute are authorized to accept a sponsored project award.
2. Project Directors should contact the IUP Research Institute immediately if they
receive award documentation or requests for modifications to a pending proposal.
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Policy 206. Award Notification

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Award is defined as any instrument used to
authorize the expenditure of funds to carry out the work described in a grant or
contract proposal.
For the purpose of this document, Collaborative Agreement is defined as the
document created by the IUP Research Institute and submitted to IUP which
authorizes IUP to expend funds within specified limits and line items in pursuit of
a specified sponsored project.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute that all award notifications for
sponsored projects will be done in writing by the Research Institute designee.
The award notification includes applicable contractual/award documentation,
statement of work, budget and collaborative agreement, including all match
commitments. The award document will be distributed to all designated parties.
Any work performed prior to receipt of an award notification is done at the sole
risk of the performer and may not be reimbursed. Unless otherwise agreed to in
writing by an Authorized Organizational Official (AOR) of IUP and/or the IUP
Research Institute, the IUP Research Institute is not bound by or accountable for
costs incurred prior to the project start date designated on the award notification.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Sample Award Memo & Letter
Template Collaborative Agreement
Template Collaborative Agreement Amendment
Policy 301. Purchasing
Policy 207. Collaborative Agreements
Project Director Procedures
1. The IUP Research Institute will authorize and distribute the award notification
via email.
2. With respect to awards with tasked expenses to the university, the referenced
“collaborative agreement” will authorize the IUP designated grant accountant
to establish the appropriate account.
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3. The Project Director will be notified by IUP Grants Accounting of SAP
project setup.
4. Expenses may be incurred in accordance with award terms and conditions and
other applicable regulations.
5. For expenses held with the IUP Research Institute, follow policy 301 Purchasing by contacting the Grant and Contract Specialist. For expenses
tasked to IUP, contact the designated grant accountant.
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Policy 207. Collaborative Agreements

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Collaborative Agreement is defined as the
document authorizing IUP to expend funds within specified limits and line items.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to produce a Collaborative
Agreement whenever funds are transferred from the Research Institute to IUP.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Collaborative Agreement
Project Director Procedures
Not applicable.
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Policy 208. Backstop Funds

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Backstop Funds are defined as funds provided
by IUP and/or the IUP Research Institute to support activities of a sponsored
project prior to a fully executed award.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to not provide backstop funds for
sponsored projects. Emergency requests will be evaluated and a decision will be
made on a case-by-case basis by the Executive Director. Decisions will be based
on availability of funds, duration of request, risk of recoverability and all other
relevant data.
The Project Director may request backstop funds from IUP. IUP Policy and
procedures must be followed for approval and may require review and/or
approval by the authorizing official(s).
Applicable Documents/Forms
Backstop Authorization Form
Project Director Procedures
1. The Project Director must complete the backstop form. RI staff can provide
assistance if requested by the Project Director.
2. It is the responsibility of the Project Director to secure appropriate authorizing
signatures under the Source of Funds table from all sources contributing
backstop funds.
3. Authorizing signature from Dean or Division Vice President is required,
regardless of source of backstop funds.
4. If multiple sources are committing backstop funds, copy and paste the source
of funds table rows and secure signatures to the right of the amount
committed.
5. The Project Director must submit a COMPLETED Backstop Authorization
Form to Grants and Special Funds Accounting and provide a copy to the RI to
put in the file.
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Policy 209. Fly America Act

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, United States is defined as the 50 states, the
District of Columbia and the territories and possessions of the United States (49
U.S.C. 40102)
For the purpose of this document, a U.S. Flag Air Carrier is defined as any air
carrier which holds a certificate under 49 U.S.C. 41102 but does not include a
foreign air carrier operating under a permit. (41 CFR 301-3 and 301-10)
For the purpose of this document, a U.S. Flag Air Carrier Service is defined as
service provided on an air carrier which holds a certificate under 49 U.S.C. 41102
and which service is authorized either by the carrier’s certificate or by exemption
or regulation. U.S. flag air carrier service also includes service provided under a
code share agreement with a foreign air carrier in accordance with Title 14, Code
of Federal Regulations when the ticket, or documentation for an electronic ticket
identifies the U.S. flag air carrier’s designator code and flight number. (41 CFR
301-3 and 301-10)
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to comply with the General Services
Administration 49 U.S.C. 41102, the Fly America Act. This Policy covers all
persons whose airfare is financed by U.S. Government funds except as provided
in GSA 301-10.136, 301-10.137 or when one of the following applies:
1. Use of a foreign air carrier is determined to be a matter of necessity in
accordance with GSA 301-10.138 or
2. The transportation is provided under a bilateral or multilateral air
transportation agreement to which the United States Government and the
government of a foreign country are parties, and which the Department of
Transportation has determined meets the requirements of the Fly America Act
or
3. You are an officer or an employee of Department of State, United States
Information Agency, United States International Development Cooperation
Agency, or the Arms Control Disarmament Agency, and your travel is paid
with funds appropriated to one of these agencies, and your travel is between
two places outside the United States or
4. No U.S. flag air carrier provides service on a particular leg of the route, in
which case foreign air carrier service may be used, but only to or from the
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nearest interchange point on a usually traveled route to connect with U.S. flag
air carrier service or
5. A U.S. flag air carrier involuntarily reroutes your travel on a foreign air carrier
or
6. Service on a foreign air carrier would be three hours or less, and use of the
U.S. flag air carrier would be at least double your en route travel time or
7. When the costs of transportation are reimbursed in full by a third party, such
as a foreign government, international agency, or other organization.
Under GSA 301-10. 136 the following exceptions apply when travel is between
the U.S. and another country:
1.

2.

If a U.S. flag air carrier offers nonstop or direct service (no aircraft change)
from your origin to your destination, you must use the U.S. flag air carrier
service unless such use would extend your travel time, including delay at
origin, by 24 hours or more.
If a U.S. flag air carrier does not offer nonstop or direct service (no aircraft
change) between your origin and your destination, you must use a U.S. flag
air carrier on every portion of the route where it provides service unless,
when compared to using a foreign air carrier, such use would:
a. Increase the number of aircraft changes you must make outside the
U.S. by 2 or more or
b. Extend your travel time by at least 6 hours or more or
c. Require a connecting time of 4 hours or more at an overseas
interchange point

Under GSA 301-10.137 the following exceptions apply when travel is solely
outside the U.S. and a U.S. flag air carrier provides service between the origin and
the destination:
1. You must always use a U.S. flag air carrier for such travel, unless, when
compared to using a foreign air carrier, such use would:
a. Increase the number of aircraft changes you must make en route by 2
or more; or
b. Extend you travel time by 6 hours or more; or
c. Require a connecting time of 4 hours or more at an overseas
interchange point
Under GSA 301-10.138 the following circumstances warrant use of foreign air
carrier services:
1. Foreign air carrier service is deemed a necessity and appropriate when service
by a U.S. flag air carrier is available, but:
a. The U.S. flag air carrier cannot provide the air transportation needed
or
b. Will not accomplish the agency’s mission or
c. Necessity includes, but is not limited to the following:
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i. When the agency determines that use of a foreign air carrier is
necessary for medical reasons, including use of foreign air
carrier service to reduce the number of connections and
possible delays in the transportation if the persons in need of
medical treatment
ii. When use of a foreign air carrier is required to avoid
unreasonable risk to your safety and is approved by the funding
agency (e.g., terrorist threats). Written approval for use of a
foreign air carrier service based on an unreasonable risk to your
safety MUST be approved by the funding agency on a case by
case basis. The IUP-Research Institute will facilitate this
request and will serve as the point of contact for the funding
agency.
iii. When you cannot purchase a ticket in your authorized class of
service on a U.S. flag air carrier and a seat is available in your
authorized class of service on a foreign air carrier.
Under no circumstances can foreign air carrier service be used in place of U.S.
flag air carrier service based solely on the price of the ticket.
The following documentation for all travelers MUST be supplied if, for whatever
reason(s) specified above, foreign air carrier service is utilized:
1.
2.
3.
4.

full name
travel dates
origin and destination of travel
a detailed itinerary of the travel, name of the air carrier and flight number for
each leg of the trip
5. a statement explaining why travelers met one of the exceptions stated above or
a copy of the agency’s written approval that foreign air carrier service was
deemed a matter of necessity in accordance with 301-10.138.
The IUP Research Institute reserves the right to deny requests for payment and/or
vendor invoices for any transportation costs outside the scope of this Policy.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
1. If your sponsored project activity requires air travel and use of a foreign air carrier
service is a possibility, contact the IUP Research Institute immediately. The
Grant and Contract Specialist will assess the allowability of a foreign air carrier
based on this policy and applicable funding agency guidelines.
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Policy 301. Purchasing

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Purchasing is defined as the expensing or
commitment of funds that require a requisition.
Capital equipment is defined as a single piece of equipment which is equal to
$5,000.00 or more. Shipping, installation, sales tax, etc. are not included in the
calculation or as classified in the award agreement.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to monitor and require verification of
all purchases of goods and services incurred on behalf of the IUP Research
Institute.
All purchases of goods and services must be made within the following
guidelines:
1. All purchases must be expressly for IUP Research Institute business and not
personal use.
2. This policy applies to ALL purchases regardless of method of payment (i.e.,
invoice, cash, credit card or on-line).
3. Purchases must be for legal goods and services. In addition, purchases of
goods and services for use on sponsored projects must be allowable, allocable
and reasonable as defined in OMB Circular A-21.
4. The IUP Research Institute is PA sales tax-exempt. It is the purchaser’s
responsibility to provide vendors with a PA Sales Tax Exemption Certificate
prior to any sales transaction (any sales tax paid that is not reimbursable from
the funding agency is the responsibility of the purchaser). Contact IUP RI
Office of Fiscal Affairs for the most recent Certificate.
5. All documentation resulting from the purchase (i.e., sales invoice, receipts,
packing slips, etc.) must be remitted to the IUP RI Office of Fiscal Affairs.
This includes online transactions.
Applicable Documents/Forms
IUP Research Institute Purchase Requisition Form
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Policy 303. Unallowable Costs to Sponsored Agreements
Project Director Procedures
1. For expenses accounted for within the IUP Research Institute:
a. To receive approval to purchase goods or services, the Project Director
must complete a Purchase Requisition Form and submit to the Grant
and Contract Specialist. All purchases of goods and services must be
approved in advance of purchase.
b. Purchase Requisition forms must be authorized per the following
guidelines:
i. ALL purchases for project expenses (excluding capital
equipment) must be authorized by the Grant and Contract
Specialist.
ii. ALL purchases of capital equipment must be approved by the
Project Director and authorized (internally) by Grant and
Contract Specialist.
iii. Services of any type and for any amount require completion of
a W-9, “Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and
Certification”. The W-9 must be completed in full and
submitted to the IUP RI Office of Fiscal Affairs prior to
payment for services.
c. All authorized Purchase Requisitions must be submitted to the IUP RI
Office of Fiscal Affairs.
d. Contact the IUP RI Office of Fiscal Affairs for additional guidance on
this Policy.
2. For expenses accounted for within IUP:
a. Complete the requisition according to IUP procedures and/or contact
the Office of Grants Accounting. IUP procurement/purchasing
procedures are available on the IUP website at
http://www.iup.edu/adminfinance/services/purchasing/procedures.htm
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Policy 302. Cash Advancements

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Cash Advance is defined as an outlay or
disbursement of cash for an identified planned expense prior to incurring the
expense.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to generally not authorize a cash
advance for expenses. Only in very limited situations will a cash advance be
approved. The IUP Research Institute reserves the right to deny reimbursement of
expenses made without prior authorization.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Cash Advance Form
Project Director Procedures
1. The Project Director submits a request to the IUP Research Institute Grant and
Contract Specialist.
2. The Grant and Contract Specialist or other authorized IUP Research Institute
employee will authorize or deny the allowability, allocability and reasonableness
of the purchase and submit to the IUP Research Institute Office of Fiscal Affairs
for execution.
3. The Project Director is responsible to ensure that the Cash Advance is used in
compliance with these Policies and for purposes specified and must return all
unused funds and original receipts after incurring the costs or returning from
travel status.
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Policy 303. Unallowable Expenses
to Sponsored Agreements

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, an Unallowable Expense is defined as costs
that cannot be included in the direct costs of a sponsored agreement or in the
indirect cost rate.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to monitor all expenses charged to
sponsored agreements expended by the IUP Research Institute. Expenses
incurred by a subcontracting agency (including IUP) are subject to audit at the
request of the IUP Research Institute. A request for reimbursement or payment
of invoices will be denied if expenses are considered unallowable by the
applicable OMB Circular.
To be allowable under an award, costs must be allowable, allocable and
reasonable. To be allowable, costs must meet the following general criteria:
Be reasonable for the performance of the award and be allocable thereto under the
principles outlined in the applicable OMB Circulars.
1. Conform to any limitations or exclusions set forth in the principles of the
OMB Circulars or in the award as to types or amount of cost items.
2. Be consistent with policies and procedures that apply uniformly to both
federally-financed and other activities of the organization.
3. Be accorded consistent treatment.
4. Be determined in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP).
5. Not be included as a cost or used to meet cost sharing or matching
requirements of any other federally-financed program in either the current
or a prior period.
6. Be adequately documented.
A cost is allocable to a particular cost objective, such as a grant, contract, project,
service or other activity in accordance with the relative benefits received. A cost
is allocable to an award if it is treated consistently with other costs incurred for
the same purpose in like circumstances and if it:
1. is incurred specifically for the award
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2. benefits both the award and other work and can be distributed in
reasonable proportion to the benefits received, or
3. is necessary to the overall operation of the organization, although a direct
relationship to any particular cost objective cannot be shown
A cost is reasonable if, in its nature or amount, it does not exceed that which
would be incurred by a prudent person under the circumstances prevailing at the
time the decision was made to incur costs. In determining the reasonableness of a
given cost, consideration shall be given to:
1. Whether the cost is of a type generally recognized as ordinary and
necessary for the operation of the organization or the performance of the
award.
2. The restraints or requirements imposed by such factors as generally
accepted sound business practices, arms length bargaining, Federal and
State laws and regulations, and terms and conditions of the award.
3. Whether the individuals concerned acted with prudence in the
circumstances, considering their responsibilities to the organization, its
members, employees, and clients, the public at large, and the Federal
Government.
4. Significant deviations from the established practices of the organization
which may unjustifiably increase the award costs.
The following expenses are generally considered unallowable. This list should
NOT be considered all-inclusive and the award document supercedes if there are
any questions regarding an expense, the IUP Research Institute Grant and
Contract Specialist should be contacted for clarification.
1. Advertising
2. Alcohol
3. Costs associated with fund-raising events
4. Event tickets
5. Faculty/Staffr recognition or gifts
6. Fines/penalties
7. First class travel
8. Flowers
9. Gifts for visiting officials
10. Goods or services for personal use (rent, mortgage, maintenance, utilities,
etc)
11. Holiday decorations/events
12. Insurance and medical liability insurance
13. Interest
14. Investment Management (such as investment counsel)
15. Lobbying
16. Losses on other sponsored projects
17. Parking & parking fines
18. Pre agreement costs
19. Public relations, selling, marketing
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20. Social or recreational memberships (Country Club, etc)
21. Tuxedo/gown rental
Applicable Documents/Forms
None

Project Director Procedures
1. If there is any question or doubt as to the allowability of an expense, contact
the Grant and Contract Specialist for confirmation PRIOR to purchasing or
encumbering the expense.
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Policy 304. Cost Transfers

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Cost Transfers are defined as an after-the-fact
reallocation of the cost associated with a transaction from one fund/org/account to
another.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute that cost transfers are generally not
permitted. It is the responsibility of the Project Directors when dealing with
federal and other sponsored projects to comply with all government and sponsor
rules and regulations and follow established standards. Costs should be charged
to the appropriate fund/org/account when first incurred. However, under limited
circumstances it may be necessary to transfer expenditures to another award
subsequent to the initial recording of the charge. Under no circumstances may
funds from one project be used to cover expenses for another project, even if both
projects are managed by the same Project Director. Accounts for externally
funded projects are subject to strict adherence to the terms and conditions of the
agreement between the funding agency and the IUP Research Institute.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Cost Transfer Form
Project Director Procedures
1. In the event a Cost Transfer is necessary, the Project Director should send a
completed cost transfer form to the cognizant Grant and Contract Specialist or RI
Office of Fiscal Affairs at the Research Institute for review and processing.
2. The Grant and Contract Specialist or RI Office of Fiscal Affairs will respond
appropriately to the request.
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Policy 305. Fiscal Reporting

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Fiscal Report is defined as any report to the
funding agency detailing financial activity with respect to an IUP Research
Institute project or an IUP project.
For the purpose of this document, IUP Research Institute project is defined as
any externally funded project that is processed and duly authorized by an IUP
Research Institute designee. For the purpose of this document, IUP project is
defined as any externally funded project that is processed by the IUP Research
Institute and duly authorized by an IUP designee. See Policy 202. Proposal
Submission for more clarification.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute that all financial affairs will be
conducted in accordance with rules and regulations established by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASBE) and the Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards (GAAS).
IUP Research Institute project financial reports required by a funding agency
will be fully completed by the IUP Research Institute Fiscal Division. Faculty,
staff or other project personnel are not permitted to submit or distribute financial
records to a funding agency. Any reports not submitted (or authorized) by the
IUP Research Institute will be considered invalid for all purposes.
The IUP Research Institute will not complete fiscal reports without all required
documentation (i.e., certified invoices, receipts for cash advancements, mileage
expense reports, etc). The IUP Research Institute will not be held responsible for
any negative impact on the project funding or activities due to incomplete
documentation resulting in late fiscal reports.
The IUP Research Institute will not certify any financial reports that could be
considered fraudulent, misleading or incomplete to any agency or interested party.
Applicable Documents/Form
None
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Project Director Procedures
1. The Project Director, IUP Research Institute Office of Fiscal Affairs and IUP
Office of Grant Accounting will be notified of fiscal reporting due dates from
the contractual agreement included in the Award Notification.
2. For IUP projects, IUP’s Office of Grants Accounting and the Project Director
are responsible for working collaboratively to adhere to all fiscal reporting
requirements.
3. For IUP Research Institute projects, the IUP Research Institute Office of
Fiscal Affairs will work collaboratively with IUP’s Office of Grants
Accounting and the Project Director to adhere to all fiscal reporting
requirements.
4. For RI projects only, the IUP Research Institute will ensure accuracy of fiscal
reports and submit the official reports to the funding agency in compliance
with agency regulations.
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Policy 306. Activity/Technical Reporting

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Activity Report is defined as any non-financial
report required by the funding agency for a sponsored project. Reporting
requirements may take the form of reports, deliverables, milestones or anything
furnished to or requested by the sponsor.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute that all Activity Reports be submitted
in a timely and efficient manner based on agency guidelines and requisites.
Generally, it is the responsibility of the Project Director to monitor and submit
complete, accurate and timely Activity Reports.
The IUP Research Institute is committed to the success and growth of sponsored
projects on the IUP campus and, therefore, will assist with the submission of
Activity Reports as requested and as is feasible.

Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
1. It is the responsibility of the Project Director to track, complete and
submit activity or technical reports according to the award agreement.
2. The IUP RI Grant and Contract Specialist will assist as needed.
3. For accurate record keeping and documentation, the Project Director is
required to submit (or cc if electronic submission) a copy of the activity
report to the IUP RI Grant and Contract Specialist for documentation
purposes.
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Policy 307. Consulting

Policy under development.
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Policy 308. Subrecipient

Policy under development.
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Policy 309. File Retention/Archival/Destruction

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to adhere to agency specific
requirements and ensure compliance with respect to retention of sponsored project
files. Unless otherwise required by the sponsor, all awarded sponsored project
files will be retained by the IUP Research Institute for three (3) years after the
termination of the award. The following exceptions to this rule apply:
1. If any litigation, claim or audit has started before the expiration of the
three-year period, the records shall be retained until all litigation, claims
or audit findings involving the records have been resolved and final action
taken.
2. Records for real property and equipment acquired with federal funds shall
be retained for three (3) years after final disposition.
If the sponsor requires a different retention period, the IUP Research Institute will
comply.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 310. Residual

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, a Residual is defined as monies remaining
from firm-fixed price contracts after all expenses, including full facilities &
administrative costs have been recovered.
For the purpose of this Policy, a Revolving Account is defined as an account that
will be maintained for general use in accordance with the IUP Research Institute’s
mission and purpose.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to establish Revolving Accounts and
authorize expenditures from said accounts in accordance with all federal, state and
organizational regulations and policies. This policy covers all projects that the
IUP Research Institute manages on behalf of IUP. Revolving Accounts may be
established with residual funds and/or other funds.
At the conclusion of the period of performance of a fixed-price agreement and
where funds remain, the IUP Research Institute will verify with IUP Grants
Accounting that all expenses have been accounted for and paid, including full
F&A costs. If an F&A waiver or reduction was granted to the project, a
redistribution of F&A will occur to allow full recovery of F&A expenses
permissible under the current F&A agreement with the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services in accordance with Policy 203; Facilities and Administration
(Collection and Waiver). If the residual is between $100.00 and $1,000.00, the
Project Director will receive the full amount. If there is an amount remaining
under $100.00 at the end of the contract, the money will be put into a designated
fund by the RI with the approval of the Executive Director of the RI. However, if
the Project Director is part of a Center or Institute, the $100.00 threshold does not
apply. Those who cease to be employees of IUP shall lose any funds remaining in
the account. These funds $1,000.00 and under will revert to the RI to be used to
support faculty. Funds over $1,000.00 will revert to the College’s revolving
account.
The following distribution will be utilized on all residual funds in excess of
$1,000.00:




60%
20%
20%

Project Director
Department
College
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If the Project Director does not fall under a Department, the distribution will be
80% Project Director and 20% College.
If the Project Director is part of a Center or Institute, all residual funds will revert
to the Center or Institute’s RI revolving account instead of the Project Director.
For all accounts, an annual 2.0% administrative fee will be deducted by the IUP
Research Institute on the available amount at the end of each fiscal year.
Revolving accounts will be maintained at the IUP Research Institute and any
expenses will be in accordance with Policy 301; Purchasing. Purchases will be
processed in compliance with all applicable legal and auditable requirements and
must be in support of research, in furtherance of the research agenda, and/or in
furtherance of a legitimate purpose related to the mission of the appliable unit
(i.e., College, Department, Center/Institute).
Applicable Documents/Forms
IUP Research Institute Authorization to Establish a Revolving Account Form
IUP Research Institute Requisition Form
Fund/Project Closeout and Distribution of Residual Funds Form
Project Director Procedures
1. The Project Director will obtain all necessary signatures on the Fund Closeout
Authorization Form and return to the IUP RI within 30 days. If not returned
within 30 days, the RI will automatically close the fund as per policy.
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Policy 311. Revolving Accounts
Definitions
For the purpose of this Policy, a Revolving Account is defined as an account that
will be maintained for general use in accordance with the IUP Research Institute’s
mission and purpose.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to establish Revolving Accounts with
nonrestricted funds. Individuals can establish a Revolving Account with a
minimum of $100. Expenses are at the discretion of the establisher but must,
without exception, comply with all applicable federal, state, local and institutional
policies.
For clarification on “nonrestricted” funds, contact the IUP Research Institute.
Purchase requests must comply with Policy 301. Purchasing. Only authorized
individuals are permitted to expend funds from these Accounts. The IUP
Research Institute reserves the right to deny payment of invoices for
noncompliance of applicable policies and/or guidelines.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Revolving Account Authorization/Establishment Request Form
Project Director Procedures
1. The Project Director will complete the top portion of the Revolving Account
Authorization/Establishment Request Form.
2. The name on the account is the establisher’s identification for the fund.
3. The Project Director needs to provide justification: a brief description on how
this account will further support your academic activities in research.
4. Once the form has been completed, the Project Director submits the form to
the RI Office of Fiscal Affairs.
5. Upon RI approval, RI Office of Fiscal Affairs will notify the Project Director.
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Policy 312. Closeout
Definitions
None Apply
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to ensure that all closeout
requirements imposed by the sponsoring agency are met and/or OMB Circular A110 is followed. The IUP Research Institute will submit all financial,
performance, and other reports as required by the terms and conditions of the
award within 90 days after the date of completion of the award. If the sponsor
requires a different closeout period, the IUP Research Institute will comply.
Unless the sponsor authorizes a no-cost extension prior to the end of the project,
the IUP Research Institute will liquidate all obligations incurred under the award
no later than 90 days after the funding period date of completion as specified in
the terms and conditions of the award.
All terms and conditions as detailed in the sponsored agreement will supersede
this policy, and the IUP Research Institute will comply with such.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Notice of Pending Closeout of Your Award
Notice of Award Closeout
Fund/Project Closeout and Distribution of Residual Funds
Project Director Procedures
1. Project Directors are responsible for ensuring that all financial activity is
completed and reconciled within the closeout period specified. To help
facilitate this process, the IUP Research Institute will send the Project Director
an electronic closeout notice, Notice of Pending Closeout.
2. See Policy 306 (Activity/Technical Reporting)
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Policy 313. Accounts Payable

Definitions
Accounts Payable (A/P) is the amount of money owed by IUP Research Institute
to customers.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to monitor A/P for timely and
accurate payment to customers.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Requisition Form
Reimbursement Form
Invoices
Project Director Procedures
Not applicable.
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Policy 314. Accounts Receivable

Definitions
Accounts Receivable (A/R) is the amount of money owed to the IUP Research
Institute.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to monitor A/R for timely and
accurate payment.
Applicable Documents
Accounts Receivable Aging Report
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 315. Policy Management and Reporting of American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) Funds
Definitions
Any funds received from the originating sources is determined to be ARRA
funds.
Policy
ARRA proposals and awards are subject to the same policies and procedures as
any other IUP Research Institute grants and contracts.
ARRA awards are also subject to additional requirements that are addressed by
the following policies and procedures.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 401. Animal Care & Usage (IACUC)

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to comply with applicable federal
regulations and with IUP policies for the protection of vertebrate animals.
All research and teaching involving the use of vertebrate animals must be
reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) prior to the procurement or use of the animals. Certain projects require
continuing review and continuation funding could be affected. The IUP
established Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) will be
utilized for IUP and IUP Research Institute sponsored projects involving
vertebrate animals.
Approval by the IACUC committee or the submission date of the Protocol Form
must be documented on the Proposal Authorization form and provided to the IUP
Research Institute Pre-Award Grant and Contract Specialist prior to proposal
submission.
To access the protocol form and for additional guidelines go to
http://www.iup.edu/page.aspx?id=6561
Note that additional proposal development processing time may be required to
assure compliance with federal regulations.
Applicable Documents/Forms
IACUC Review Protocol Form

Project Director Procedures
See guidelines accompanying the Protocol Form
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Policy 402. Biosafety/Biohazards

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Hazardous Waste is defined as waste with
properties that make it dangerous or potentially harmful to human health or the
environment (Environmental Protection Agency).
For the purpose of this document, Biohazardous material is defined as all
infectious agents or biologically derived infectious materials that present either a
risk or a potential risk to the health of humans or animals, either directly through
infection or indirectly through damage to the environment.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to comply with applicable federal
regulations and with IUP policies for the handling and disposal of hazardous and
biohazardous materials. The University Hygienist is charged with
implementation and enforcement of federal regulations and IUP Policy and it is
the responsibility of the Project Director to make arrangements for a review by
the University Hygienist.
Federal law mandates that universities ensure the proper handling and disposal of
chemicals, hazardous wastes and other biohazardous materials. For more
information, contact the University Hygienist at 724-357-5705
Note that additional proposal development processing time may be required to
assure compliance with federal regulations.
Applicable Documents/Forms:
None
Project Director Procedures
1. Contact the University Hygienist at 724-357-5705 during the proposal
development phase if any hazardous wastes or biohazardous material will be
included in the project.
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Policy 403. Human Subjects

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute for the Protection of Human Subjects
(IRB) to comply with all applicable federal regulations for the protection of
human subjects.
Approval by the IRB committee or the submission date of the Protocol Form must
be documented on the Proposal Authorization form and provided to the IUP-RI
Grant and Contract Specialist prior to proposal submission.
The IUP Institutional Review Board must have reviewed all research protocols
before the project begins. Certain projects require continuing review and
continuation funding may be affected if procedures are not followed. For more
information, contact the School of Graduate Studies and Research at 724-3577730.
To access IUP Policy go to http://www.iup.edu/irb
Note that additional proposal development processing time may be required to
assure compliance with federal regulations.
Applicable Documents/Forms
IRB Protocol Form
Project Director Procedures
1. Contact the Assistant Dean for Research at the School of Graduate Studies
and Research or the Chair of the IRB Committee during the proposal
development phase.
2. Follow procedures as outlined in http://www.iup.edu/irb
3. Project Director to submit IRB approval form to the IUP Research Institute.
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Policy 404. Conflict of Interest

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Conflict of Interest is defined as either direct
financial gain and/or giving the appearance of influencing the outcome(s) of the
sponsored project.
For the purpose of this document, significant financial interest is defined as
anything of monetary value, including, but not limited to:






salary or other payments for services (e.g., consulting fees, honoraria,
gifts, or employment with an outside organization) that is related to the
grant/contract;
equity interests (e.g., stocks, stock options or other ownership interests);
intellectual property rights (e.g., patents, copyrights and royalties from
such rights); and
membership on a governing board.

The term does not include:
(1) Salary, royalties, or other remuneration from IUP;
(2) Income from seminars, lectures, or teaching engagements sponsored by public
or nonprofit entities;
(3) Income from service on advisory committees or review panels for public or
nonprofit entities;
(4) An equity interest that when aggregated for the investigator and the
investigator’s spouse and dependent children, meets both of the following tests:
does not exceed $10,000 in value as determined through reference to
contemporary published prices or other reasonable measures of fair market value,
or, does not constitute more than a five percent ownership interest in any single
entity; or
(5) Salary, royalties or other payments that when aggregated for the investigator
and the investigator’s spouse and dependent children over the next twelve months,
are not expected to exceed $10,000.
The exclusions in items (1), (4), and (5) shall not apply if the compensation or
transfer of an equity interest is conditioned upon a particular outcome in a
sponsored project.
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Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to ensure that even the appearance of
conflict of interest has been addressed and that the integrity and objectivity of
personnel performing this research and scholarly activity has not been affected as
a result of any financial interest held by Project Directors or their immediate
family, in the business entities who are external sponsors, in full or in part, for the
Project Director’s sponsored research or scholarly activity. Disclosure of
financial interest is a key factor in protecting IUP and the IUP Research Institute
as well as the Project Director’s reputation and career from potentially
embarrassing or harmful allegations of conflict of interest.
As part of the proposal development phase, the Project Directors are required to
disclose any financial interests which the Project Director or their immediate
family hold, if these holdings could give the appearance that a conflict of interest
might exist between the Project Director and the external sponsor of the research.
In the event that a significant financial interest is held by the spouse or dependent
children of the Project Director, they are responsible for ensuring that disclosure
of this interest is made to IUP and the IUP Research Institute.
This policy extends to anyone who is designating time on the project. Such
individuals must either complete the SEC-1 form and/or provide certification
from their home institutions that they are in compliance with Federal disclosure
policies and that their portion of the project is in compliance with their
institutional policies.
For guidance and additional information on IUP’s Conflict of Interest Policy,
please access http://www.iup.edu/page.aspx?id=80051.
Applicable Documents/Forms
SEC-1 Form
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 405. Scientific Misconduct/Integrity in Research

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Scientific Misconduct is defined as
fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, or other practices that seriously deviate from
those that are commonly accepted within the scientific community for proposing,
conducting, or reporting research. It does not include honest error or honest
differences in interpretations or judgments of data.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to foster a research environment that
encourages ethical conduct in all research and that supports the policies of IUP
regarding integrity in research. In collaboration with the IUP policy on Research
Misconduct, as well as the faculty side letter (and all associated definitions and
time frames), the IUP Research Institute will deal promptly and thoroughly with
reports of possible scientific misconduct associated with research. It is the policy
of the IUP Research Institute not to tolerate scientific misconduct.
The IUP Research Institute Executive Director will report possible scientific
misconduct in connection with sponsored projects of IUP personnel to the Dean
of the School of Graduate Studies and Research and/or the Provost. The RI
Executive Director will report possible scientific misconduct by IUP Research
Institute employees to the IUP Research Institute Board of Directors.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 501. Complaint Resolution

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to provide a mechanism for the
resolution of complaints, problems or suggestions presented by the IUP
community, faculty, staff, or other IUP Research Institute customers in a manner
consistent with resolutions contained in IUP’s Research Misconduct Policy and
the faculty side letter
Adherence to this Policy will further the effective operations of the IUP Research
Institute and the resolution of such issues.
It is the goal of the IUP Research Institute to encourage and provide complaint
resolution methods that are both effective and fair. If the issue is particularly
sensitive or there exist other extenuating circumstances and the complainant is
uncomfortable following this Complaint Policy and Procedure, it is permissible to
contact the individual you feel most appropriate.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
In all circumstances, the complainant should first attempt to resolve the issue at
the lowest possible level with the applicable IUP Research Institute employee
most appropriate to handle the issue. In the event the issue cannot be resolved at
the lowest possible level, the Executive Director should be contacted to resolve
the issue.

The Dean of the Graduate School and Research and IUP Research Institute
Executive Director should work to resolve the issue. If a suitable resolution can
not be found, the Chairperson of IUP Research Board of Directors and the Provost
will work together until a suitable resolution is determined.
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Policy 502. Lobbying

Definitions
For the purpose of this document, Lobbying is defined as any activity designed to
influence a Member of Congress to favor or oppose any legislation (including
appropriation), whether before or after the introduction of any bill or resolution
proposing such legislation.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to comply with all applicable
provisions of Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code that prohibits recipients of federal
funds--whether grants, contracts, cooperative agreements--from using those funds
to lobby to obtain, extend, or modify a federal award. The regulation is intended
to prevent the use of federal funds for lobbying, and to monitor the lobbying
expenditures of federal funds recipients. Even though the recipient of federal
funds is legally the institution, individuals who are employed by the institution are
specifically included in the regulation.
Items of the law which apply to Project Directors, Co-Project Directors, IUP
administration and personnel of the IUP Research Institute may include the
following:
1. Federal funds may not be used to influence or attempt to influence any
member of the Executive or Legislative branches of government
(including any agency employee) for the purpose of securing a grant,
contract, or cooperative agreement or an extension, renewal, or
modification. Charging travel expenses to a federal award or drawing
salary from a federal award while attempting to influence the award of
federal funds for a specific program is defined as lobbying, and is
prohibited. You may not make such expenditures personally nor hire
someone to do so on your behalf.
2. If the proposed award exceeds $100,000, the IUP Research Institute must certify
at the time of proposal submission that IUP and IUP Research Institute will abide
by the regulations in (1) above. If lobbying has occurred using non-federal funds,
a report of such lobbying activities must be submitted.
3. Fines of $10,000 to $100,000 along with other remedies may be imposed for each
violation of these lobbying regulations.
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In connection with each proposal, the IUP Research Institute routinely submits a
Certification that we have not lobbied at the time of proposal submission or prior
to receipt of the award. If you or your staff is aware of any facts that make this
Certification inaccurate, please let us know immediately.
No one may, while paid with federal funds or using grant funds for travel
expenses, urge an agency to support a specific proposal. It is acceptable to ask
"when will a decision be made on my proposal?" It is not acceptable to describe
why your proposal should be funded rather than a competitor.
It is not the intent of the regulation to prohibit the normal interchange between a
faculty member and a program officer at an agency. However, there is no clear
line marking where optimistic discussion of research progress ends and discussion
of a new or renewal award begins. Federal program officers have received
training on this matter and should know when to cut off discussion, but the
responsibility is a joint one. If you are unsure, ask your federal program officer or
the IUP Research Institute staff.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 503. Intellectual Property

Definitions
For the purpose of this document Intellectual Property as defined allows people
to own their creativity and innovation in the same way that they can own physical
property. The owner of IP can control and be rewarded for its use, and this
encourages further innovation and imagination to the benefit of us all. This
includes property that derives from the work of the mind or intellect, specifically,
an idea, invention, trade secret, process, program, data, formula, patent, copyright,
or trademark or application, right, or registration.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to comply with and facilitate
university and relative Collective Bargaining Agreement provisions. The
intellectual property rights related to each sponsored project must be
independently evaluated and determined on a case-by case basis. More
information is available in the APSCUF Collective Bargaining Agreement
(Article 39: Intellectual Property); the PASSHE Technology Transfer Policy or
from the IUP School of Graduate Studies and Research.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
1. Project Director is responsible for reviewing the PASSHE Technology
Transfer policy.
2. Project Director must complete the technology transfer box on the
Authorization Form.
3. If intellectual property is developed or questions arise during the course of the
project, contact the School of Graduate Studies and Research.
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Policy 504. Request/Release of Sponsored Project Records

Definitions
For the purpose of this Policy, IUP Research Institute Record is defined as any
project file, grant, contract, cooperative agreement, teaming agreement and/or
nondisclosure agreement or other document or record whether processed as an
IUP Research Institute agreement or IUP agreement that is maintained in the IUP
Research Institute record room or archives.
Policy
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to ensure the proper maintenance and
security of the records housed by and within the IUP Research Institute. The IUP
Research Institute retains the right to monitor and control access to any IUP
Research Institute record.
To protect the security and integrity of records, photocopies are generally not
allowed. If you require photocopies of file contents, please see the cognizant
Grant and Contract Specialist or the IUP Research Institute Executive Director.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable.
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Policy 505. Use of Corporate Credit Account (Credit Cards)

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to permit employees to use the IUP
Research Institute Corporate Credit Account (the “Account”) to make reasonable
business-related purchases for travel accommodations, hotel accommodations, and
meals in accordance with the following:
1. If purchasing on a sponsored project, the employee must ensure that each
purchase and/or expense charged to the Account is allowable, allocable and
reasonable as defined in OMB Circular A-21.
2. Complying with timeframes for submission of purchase supporting data
(receipts, etc.) and requests for documentation as established by the Research
Institute’s Purchasing Policy.
3. Ensuring that amounts charged to the Account for travel items (meals,
lodging, etc.) adheres to the GSA schedule (including exceptions).
Amounts charged that exceed the GSA schedule (including exceptions)
are the personal responsibility of the cardholder or the employee
incurring the charge.
4. Retaining and promptly submitting to the IUP Research Institute, the
itemized receipts and other documents for all purchases to the Account.
5. Informing vendors of the IUP Research Institute’s PA tax-exempt status and
obtaining tax exemption for purchases where legally permissible.
6. Resolving erroneous charges with vendor or Credit Card Company, including
any tax incorrectly charged.
7. Verifying that all purchases or charges listed on the monthly statements are
accurate and allowable.
8. Ensuring that the Account is not used to purchase items that are prohibited by
law, rule or regulation or as follows:
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a. Use of the Account is for official IUP Research Institute business
only.
9. Safeguarding his/her Corporate Credit Card.
10. Reporting lost or stolen cards immediately to the Executive Director and IUP
Research Institute Fiscal Affairs Office.
11. Returning the Credit Card to the IUP Research Institute Office of Fiscal
Affairs upon cessation of employment with the IUP Research Institute or at
the request of the Executive Director.
An employee will be responsible for the cost of, and be asked to make
reimbursement for, any expense charged to the Account which does not meet the
requirements of this Policy or is not otherwise a legitimate business expense as solely
determined by the IUP Research Institute’s Executive Director.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Monthly Credit Card Verification Form
Project Director Procedures
1. Contact the IUP Research Institute’s Office of Fiscal Affairs for additional
guidance on this Policy.
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Policy 506. Travel

Definitions
For the purpose of this Policy, the following definitions apply:
1. Common Carrier: Private-sector supplier of air, rail or bus
transportation.
2. Coach-Class Fare: The price of a coach fare available to the general
public on a scheduled common carrier between the day that the travel was
planned and the day the travel occurred.
3. Per Diem Allowance: A daily payment instead of reimbursement for
actual expenses for lodging, meals and related incidental expenses. The
per diem allowance is separate from transportation and other
miscellaneous expenses. The per diem allowance covers all charges
including taxes and service charges for:
a. Lodging
b. Meals
c. Incidental expenses (per GSA schedule)
http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/101518
4. Privately Owned Vehicle (POV): Any vehicle such as a car, light truck
or motorcycle that is owned, leased or rented by an employee.
5. Travel Advance: Prepayment of estimated travel expenses paid to an
employee prior to travel.
Policy
The IUP Research Institute follows the federal GSA schedule in payment for
travel. Travel related expenses will be paid according to this schedule.
It is the Policy of the IUP Research Institute to monitor and require verification of
all travel expenses incurred by IUP Research Institute employees while engaging
in IUP Research Institute business. All expenses incurred and submitted for
reimbursement must be reasonable in amount and for expenses incurred while
engaged in IUP Research Institute business. The Travel Reimbursement Form
must be submitted to the IUP Research Institute Office of Fiscal Affairs. Failure
to submit the request within thirty (30) working days may result in denial of
reimbursement.
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Sponsored projects are subject to the travel terms and conditions specified within
the award agreement. If not specified, then the RI policy applies. Note: Some
projects may have stricter policies regarding travel reimbursement.
Allowable travel expenses include, but are not necessarily limited to:
1. Transportation expenses: including fares, vehicle rental fees, mileage
(POV only) and other expenses related to transportation. Coach-class air
travel is required. Employees are expected to research and utilize the most
cost effective or reasonable travel as possible.
2. Per diem expenses: which include lodging, meals and incidental expenses.
Expenses incurred for lodging, meals and incidentals are subject to and limited by
the applicable rates established in the General Services Administration’s
Domestic Per Diem Rate Schedule.
Per Diem rates can be found at http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/21287. Travel
expenses may be charged to the corporate credit card account. Refer to the Policy
on the use of Corporate Credit Cards for guidelines and restrictions.
Personal expenses incurred, even while traveling on agency business (i.e., meals,
lodging and incidentals for non-employees accompanying an employee engaged
in business travel, lodging, expenses for an employee who wishes to remain in a
location beyond start or completion of agency business) are the financial
responsibility of the employee.
Applicable Documents
Travel Reimbursement Request Form
Travel Authorization Form
Project Director Procedures
1. Contact the IUP Research Institute Office of Fiscal Affairs for additional
guidance on this Policy.
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Policy 507. Code of Ethics

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
IUP Research Institute financial professionals will:
1. Engage in and promote honest and ethical conduct, acting with integrity
and exercising at all times their best independent judgment.
2. Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest between personal and
professional relationships and disclose to the Board of Directors any
material transaction or relationship that reasonably could be expected to
give rise to such a conflict.
3. Produce full, fair, accurate, timely and understandable disclosure in
reports and documents that are made public or to the Board of Directors.
4. Comply with applicable governmental laws, rules, and regulations.
5. Promptly report any possible violation of this Code of Ethics to the
Chairman of the IUP Research Institute Board of Directors.
6. All financial professionals are prohibited from directly or indirectly taking
any actions to coerce, manipulate, mislead, or fraudulently influence the
IUP Research Institute auditor in their performance of their duties.
All financial professionals will be held accountable for their adherence to this
Code of Ethics. Failure to observe the terms of this Code of Ethics may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. Violation of
this Code of Ethics may also constitute violations of law, and may result in civil
or criminal penalties for the individual, his or her supervisor, and the IUP
Research Institute.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
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Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable.
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Policy 508. Internal Control Policy

Definitions
None Apply
Policy
IUP Research Institute Board of Directors has directed management to establish
controls to insure that:
1. All transactions are properly recorded in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles.
2. All accounting estimates are reasonably made in accordance with current
circumstances.
3. Periodic financial statements will be prepared from records derived from
the established accounting system.
4. All assets of the company are properly protected from unauthorized use
and theft.
IUP Research Institute management is responsible for the proper establishment,
implementation, and discipline related to this Policy.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 509. Payroll Distribution

Definitions
Exempt Staff: Staff that cannot receive overtime.
Non-Exempt Staff: Staff that can receive overtime.
Significant Change: In general, a 5% or more change in effort that does not
balance out over a longer period of time.
Policy
It is the policy of the IUP Research Institute to establish and maintain a plan for
accurate payroll disbursements using a time card system. Full time project
employees can utilize the plan confirmation system.
Plan Confirmation System (Pre-Certification and Certification): Full time
project employees will use a system of budgeted, planned, or assigned work
activity that encompasses both sponsored and all other activities on an integrated
basis. The system will reasonably reflect only the activity for which the employee
is compensated by the institution, and activities will be expressed as a percentage
of the distribution of total activities.
After the Fact Activity Report System: The Fair Labor Standards Act requires
employers to keep certain time and pay records. Non-exempt employees are
eligible for the overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. All
employees (except full-time project employees) will complete weekly time sheets
to track all hours worked.
Applicable Documents/Forms
Time and Effort Report – Pre-Certification
Time and Effort Report – Certification
Time Card
Leave Request Form
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 510. Investments

Definitions
None Apply
Introduction
The purpose of this Policy is to provide the basis for the IUP Research Institute to
manage responsibly the funds in its custody in accordance with the investment
objectives agreed upon by the IUP Research Institute Board of Directors and IUP
under the general terms of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education
POLICY 1986-02-A INVESTMENT (Adopted: January 12, 1986 and Amended:
January 19, 1988; October 19, 1989; October 18, 1990; October 21, 1993;
October 19, 1995; and October 9, 1997).
Investment Philosophy
In keeping with its legal status as a State Board of Governor’s approved affiliate
of Indiana University of Pennsylvania, IUP Research Institute recognizes a
fiduciary responsibility to invest all funds prudently in accordance with ethical
and prevailing legal standards. Investments will seek to minimize exogenous
risks while maintaining or expanding the financial standing of the Research
Institute. Adequate liquidity of the IUP Research Institute will be maintained so
that assets may be held to maturity without interfering with operations or
objectives established by IUP Research Institute management.
Procedure
Investments will generally mean short-term (i.e., less than 12 months cast (FDIC
or other insured) investments. Investments other than short-term cash investing
will require approvals from the Executive Director and the RI Board of Directors
with advisement from the RI Board of Directors designated Finance Committee.
All short-term investments will be communicated in a timely manner to members
of the Finance Committee, the Executive Director and the Research Institute
Board Chairperson. More sophisticated, long-term investment strategies or shortterm instruments other than cash instruments will be discussed and approvals
prior to their establishment.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
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Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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Policy 511. Whistleblower

Definitions
A “whistleblower” is one who reveals wrongdoing within an organization to the
public or to those in positions of authority.
Policy
Our Code of Ethics (Policy 507) requires our directors, officers, and employees to
observe high standards of business and personal ethics in the conduct of their
duties and responsibilities. As employees and representatives of the IUP
Research Institute, we must practice honesty and integrity in fulfilling our
responsibilities and comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
Reporting Responsibility
It is the responsibility of all directors, officers and employees to comply with the
Code and to report violations or suspected violations in accordance with the
Whistleblower Policy.
No Retaliation
No director, officer or employee who in good faith reports a violation of the Code
shall suffer harassment, retaliation or adverse employment consequence. An
employee who retaliates against someone who has reported a violation in good
faith is subject to discipline up to and including termination of employment. This
Whistleblower Policy is intended to encourage and enable employees and others
to raise serious concerns within the Corporation rather than seeking resolution
outside the Corporation.
Reporting Violations
The Code addresses the Corporation’s open door policy and suggests that
employees share their questions, concerns, suggestions or complaints with
someone who can address them properly. In most cases, an employee’s
supervisor is in the best position to address an area of concern. If the employee is
uncomfortable in discussing the situation with the Executive Director, then the
employee should contact the Chairman of the RI Board of Directors.
Supervisors and managers are required to report suspected violations of the Code
to the IUP Research Institute Chairman of the Board of Directors, who has
specific and exclusive responsibility to investigate all reported violations. For
suspected fraud or securities law violations, or when you are not satisfied or
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uncomfortable with following IUP Research Institute open door policy,
individuals should contact the IUP Research Institute Audit Committee Chair
directly.
Applicable Documents/Forms
None
Project Director Procedures
Not Applicable
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